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DONT PRESS THE FIRE (SaWay) 

 

|A|  |%| |%| |%| 

|E|  |%| |A| |%| 

 

|E||%| |A||%|      

 

|E|      |%|                        |A|     |%|      

Let the winds bring the changes 

|E|        |%|                        |A|     |%|      

May the sea come with its waves 

|E|      |%|                        |A|           |%|      

Let the flowers bring the memories 

       |E|      |%|                           |A|              |%|      

But never let the bombs leave hopelessness 

 

       |F#m|       |C#m|               |A| |B|   |C#m|                       

The world is not made just for you or for me 

|F#m||C#m|                           |B| 

Let's     overcome   our  own  selfishness 

 

Intro (guitar) 

( 

Intro (geral) 

( 

CANTO 1 

(PRIMEIRA PARTE) 

CANTO 2 

(PRIMEIRA PARTE) 

PARTEo 
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|A|                   |%|      

Dont press the fire 

|A|                                    |%|      

Dont make your place a liar 

|E|                      |%|                         

Start to feel  humanity 

|A|                   |%|      

Dont press the fire 

 

|E||%| |A||%|      

 

 

|E|      |%|                        |A|     |%|      

Why victory and defeat?  

|E|      |%|                        |A|     |%|      

Why a pride that will not serve? 

|E|      |%|                        |A|     |%|      

Why others pay their own debts? 

|E|      |%|                        |A|     |%|      

And why forget the best of everything 

 

 

REFRÃO 

( 

CANTO 1 

(SEGUNDA PARTE) 

Instrumental 

( 
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       |F#m|      |C#m| |A||B|      |C#m|                       

The decision is at the tip of your finger 

|F#m|                |C#m|           |B| 

Dont touch the button, dont burn your hand 

 

|A|                   |%|      

Dont press the fire 

|A|                                    |%|      

Dont make your place a liar 

|E|                      |%|                         

Start to feel  humanity 

|A|                   |%|      

Dont press the fire 

 

|B|              |%|                        |A|                  |%|      

Action and reaction can put nation against nation 

|B|                                    |%|             |C#m|             |%|      

It is enough think that a person can think in a vain  

          |B|                    |%|         |A|                           |%|      

You choose life on earth or money and power below the earth 

|B|                                    |%|             |C#m|              |%|      

Either we overpower uranium, or we´re defeated by it 

 

CANTO 2 

(SEGUNDA PARTE) 

PARTEo 

REFRÃO 

( 

CANTO 3 

( 
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|D#m||E| |F#m||pausa riff|      

 

 

|A|                   |%|      

Dont press the fire 

|A|                                    |%|      

Dont make your place a liar 

|E|                      |%|                         

Start to feel  humanity 

|A|                   |%|      

Dont press the fire 

|A|                   |%|      

Dont press the fire 

|A|                                    |%|      

Dont make your place a liar 

|E|                      |%|                         

Start to feel  humanity 

|A|                   |E|      

Dont press... the fire! 

REFRÃO 

FINAL 

( 

Instrumental 

( 


